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Abstract 
In this study, we aim to construct an emotion detection system, 
which is capable of recognizing emotions of customers from 
product feedback forms for customer service. The proposed 
system integrated the ontology and the fuzzy inference 
algorithm for analyzing and recognizing various emotions 
through verbal/spoken sentences. Companies can evaluate 
users’ degree of satisfaction from emotions and automatically 
find out opinions of interest, saving unnecessary human 
resources. 

In order to tag emotion labels and compute the relation 
strength between concepts, we have proposed two algorithms: 
One is the semantic parser based on natural language 
processing technique and emotion distance calculation; the 
other is the concept semantic knowledge database (OMCSNet) 
combined with fuzzy inference algorithm. Each sentence is 
then sent into the inference engine for determining its 
corresponding emotion. 

Compared with the other baseline systems, our 
experimental results showed that the emotion recognition rate 
was increased by 10% on average. The experiments also 
demonstrated the efficacy of our proposed approaches. 

Index Terms: emotion detection, fuzzy inference, OMCSNet, 
semantic detection, ontology. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, as the demand for customer services grows, more 
and more research [1] focuses on analyzing users feedbacks. 
Thus, how to provide an effective approach for companies to 
classify these feedbacks automatically has become an issue. 

Current studies usually employed questionnaire surveys 
for customer services, such as [2, 3]. Hendler [3] et al made 
use of a traditional statistical way to gather information from a 
series of designed questions. A more sophisticated method, 
which was proposed by Georgieva [4] et al., established a 
semantic web interface and utilized concept linkage to 
explorer users’ needs. Although the questionnaire or semantic 
web-based approach offers predefined options to users, it still 
takes many efforts for companies to review comments when 
users input texts. 

There are also some customer services [5], which used 
spoken dialogue systems to identify emotional states. Acoustic 
features are often extracted from voice signals to help 
classifiers recognize emotion classes. In such cases, users do 
not have to key in their opinions; nevertheless, performance 
sometimes degrades because Automatic Speech Recognizer 
(ASR) fails. In this work, we only focus on text-based 
feedback analysis, and it is relatively more efficient to parse 
users’ semantic concepts. 

In view of the above reasons, we proposed a satisfaction 
assessment system based on emotional detection that used 
textual sentences as the recognizing features in this study. The 
proposed system can automatically generate textual emotion 

analysis and infer customers’ degree of satisfaction from 
emotion analysis results. By analyzing the emotions among the 
users’ textual comments, we can deduce whether they are in a 
positive mood or not, and forward the results to companies 
[6][7]. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
II reviews the traditional related research. Section III continues 
the details of our proposed methods. We show the 
performance of our system and the experimental results in 
Section IV. Section V summarizes the conclusions of this 
study.

2. Related Work 
Nowadays, research on semantic analysis for emotional 
recognition has been getting more popular. In 2010, Lu et al. 
[8] proposed “automatic event-level textual emotion sensing 
using mutual action histogram between entities” to identify 
emotions, and it can reach 85% of the recognition accuracy; 
but it can identify only three emotional categories: positive, 
negative, and neutral, which are not enough in real-world 
applications. Wu [9] used speech and text features and 
combined SVM with semantic keyword matching algorithm 
for multi-modal emotion recognition; it can identify seven 
types of emotions, and the emotion recognition rate can reach 
70%. Different from the above-mentioned methods, we 
propose an emotion detection and recognition system, which 
combines ontology, OMCSNet semantic knowledge databases, 
and fuzzy inference as the core, to improve recognition rates. 

3. Proposed Method 

Figure 1: System Flawchart Overview
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The proposed system architecture is shown in Fig. 1, 
where the input is a sentence, and the output is customers’ 
emotion and satisfaction. We use OMCSNet and fuzzy 
inference to calculate the concept relationship. To organize the 
system may involve recognizing the meanings of word, 
classifying them into the nine emotional categories. These 
tasks are fulfilled at the two stages, of which the first one is 
semantic analysis via emotion distance parsing; the second is 
fuzzy Inference for OMCSNet. 

3.1. Semantic analysis via emotion distance parsing 
We can infer the users’ emotional states through the words of 
a sentence. The first step we developed is a sentence-parsing 
algorithm as shown in Figure 2. 

Because not all of the words are meaningful, we keep
those keywords, which are the most important to identify 
emotional states.  

Figure 2: Algorithm for Sentence Parsing of Input Text 

After parsing the sentence, we calculate the emotion 
distance to define the relationship between the words as shown 
in Figure 3. 

The simplest way to represent a relationship is by using a 
pair, which looks like (object, event). In this format, the 
system can understand what kind of event occurs, how the 
event affects the object, and possible emotion states as shown 
in Figure 4. 

OMCSnet stores many lines of LISP-like notations in the 
form of <operator operand1 operand2>. We can determine the 
degree of “intimateness” of 2 concepts by tracking how close 
these 2 concepts located in the tree via the distance of path as 
shown in Figure 4. Therefore, we can relate a certain concept 
to a set of emotions that we are interested in. 

Figure 3: Algorithm for Emotional Inference of Input Text 

Figure 4: Calculation of the distance between two input 
concepts 

3.2. Fuzzy Inference for OMCSNet 
OMCSNet is produced by an automatic process, which applies 
a set of ‘commonsense extraction rules’ to the OMCS corpus. 
A pattern-matching parser uses 40 mapping rules to easily 
parse semi-structured sentences into predicate relations and 
arguments which are short fragments of English. 

In the following description, we employ OMCSNet and 
Split FCM  to calculate concept relationship.  
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Algorithm: Sentence Parsing  

1. Parse the input sentence into tree. 
2. Define BFSfor1stVerb( node v ) 

return first verb in order of BFS starting 
traverse from v 

SVStack is stack storing pair of ( subject, 
verb ) 

3. For each node: 
if ( node.POS is NOUN ) 

string verb = BFSfor1stVerb( node ) 
// verb not found in lower level, 
probably in higher/equal level. 
while (verb == “” ) 

node = node.parent; 
verb = BFSfor1stVerb( node ); 

SVStack.push( new pair( node.token, 
verb ) ); 

Algorithm: Emotional Inference 

Define I[] = set of tokens translated into English.
Define E[]= { concentrate, happy, relax, easy }, 
emotions[sizeof(I)][4]; 
pathSum = 0; 

for each I[i] 
for each E[j] 

Let D[i][j] = distance( I[i], E[j] ) 
pathSum += D[i][j] 

end of for 
for each E[j] 

emotions[i][j] = (pathSum - 
D[i][j])/pathSum 

end of for 
pathSum=0 

end of for 
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Where dpi is the scatter degree of cluster i, and dvij is 
dissimilarity between two clusters.  

Therefore, we use fuzzy inference engine to calculate the 
membership function to improve the effects of emotion 
recognition. After we analyze the emotional concept weight by 
OMCSNet, the weight will be calculated by membership 
functions. Thus, the system can achieve higher recognition 
rates and reduce the generation of erroneous data. 

4. Experimental Results 
In order to judge users’ satisfaction level from the detected 
emotions, we followed Lazarus’ research [10] and defined two 
categories: One is the positive class and the other is negative 
one [11][12]. The positive class contains four types of 
emotions: <useful>, <good>, <neutral>, and <touch>, whereas 
the negative one contains <bad>, <bored>, <angry> and 
<terrible>. 

The following are the experiments we conducted to assess 
the proposed system.  

Table 1. Emotion precision rate with OMCSNet. only
Customer Service 

Feedback Sentences Precision Rate 

100 sentences 81.47% 

200 sentences 79.72% 

500 sentences 76.77% 

1000 sentences 70.29% 

2000 sentences 65.36% 

Table 2. Emotion precision rate with OMCSNet and Split 
FCM. 

Customer Service 
Feedback Sentences Precision Rate 

100 sentences 93.48% 

200 sentences 93.37% 

500 sentences 91.51% 

1000 sentences 88.39% 

2000 sentences 76.36% 

Tables 1 and 2 evaluate whether or not join fuzzy 
inference into our system can help improve precision rate. In 
order to test the system, we downloaded web pages from 

Google and selected those sentences, which contain emotions 
manually. We observe that when we do not join fuzzy 
inference, only relying on the OMCSNet, the worst case of the 
precision rate is about 65% (2000 test statements); after we 
join fuzzy inference with OMCSNet, the precision rate can be 
significantly increased from 65% to 76%.  

Table 3. Comparison with other emotion recognition systems.

Table 3 shows the comparison between the other systems 
and ours. We used the same data set as aforementioned to test 
all the systems. We find that although the precision rate of 
Lu’s system is better than ours, we can identify more emotion 
categories. Compared with Wu’s systems [9] [13], we can 
enhance performance by 11% on average. It shows that fuzzy 
inference is helpful when we analyze users’ comments and 
emotions. 

5. Conclusions 
In this study, we presented a system, which combined 
ontology with fuzzy inference, to analyze semantic meanings 
of users’ comments for customer service. A new sentence-
parsing algorithm was introduced to parse the concept and 
compute the distance among sentences. We also exploited 
OMCSNet as our ontology database to explore relations 
between concepts. Finally, we made use of split FCM 
algorithm as our inference engine to detect customers’ 
emotional states and deduce their degree of satisfaction. 

With the use of our proposed methods, customers can key 
in the messages they want in the product feedback forms. The 
system can automatically detect the satisfaction of the 
customer and transfer the results to companies. The 
experimental results showed that the performance of our 
design could achieve 76.36% of precision.  

Compared with the baseline using OMCSNet only, we 
improved the precision by 11% on average. In contrast to the 
other two approaches using semantic analysis, our results 
showed that we not only improved the precision rate to 6%–
10% on average, but also increased the number of emotional 
states to nine categories. The experiments also proved the 
efficacy of the proposed methods and better exploration into 
emotional detection. 
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